Pre-departure include info about visa/passport arrangements, support from partner institution and CSU before you left

Obtaining a visa is a fairly simple, if annoying process. To begin with go to http://www.unitedstatesvisas.gov/ and follow the steps. There will be a fee called SEVIS that you must pay, along with some paperwork to set up. After that you will set up a time to have an interview at the US consulate in Sydney. You will need to pay a fee at the post office before going to your appointment. Make sure to bring ALL paperwork to your appointment, no matter how irrelevant it might seem.

At the US consulate you will have a short interview downstairs, then be taken. Once there you will be quickly interviewed and then you must pay a few hundred dollars to get your visa. Remember to bring cash or a debit card as you cannot pay on credit; your visa will be sent to you shortly. In terms of support from your partner institution they will send you an F-1 student form, which is proof that you plan to study with them, you will take this to the consulate.

Travel flight information eg best deals, flying tips, luggage restrictions or lack of

For flights out of Australia the best idea is to ask a travel gent that specializes in student travel. Make sure to book well in advance as airfares will be cheaper. Flying internally in the US is very expensive. It also involves many layovers and nuisances. The best place the get cheap airfares is priceline.com. However, almost all US internal airlines have recently instituted a new rule that means there is no checked luggage with an airline ticket, so you must pay for each checked bag. The first bag is usually around $20USD.

Insurance travel insurance, health insurance, medical tests/forms to be aware of

Insurance was one of the most annoying and confusing things about this trip. I looked into many kinds of insurance and ended up taking the one offered by CSU. It was difficult because most US universities require that you purchase their insurance, however CSU also requires that you have insurance before you leave the country. So the difficult thing to do was to match my insurance as closely as possible to that of my host university. Once I arrived I petitioned the host university to allow me to use my insurance, and I was successful. However on the off chance that you are not successful make sure you have money put aside to purchase a second set of insurance.

The CSU insurance turned out to be the best option, so it was definitely good of the university to open it up to the students. It was, however very difficult to obtain concrete and detailed information on the policy. There is also no universal medical care in the states, so almost everyone has insurance and medical care and visit to the hospital can be very expensive.

Campus accommodation & meals recommendations, campus layout, accessibility

The HSU campus is very pretty and quite small. After a couple of days with the map you should know your way around. It is however very hilly. The campus is affectionately known by the students as Hills and Stairs University.

In terms of accommodation The Hill and Cypress are traditionally freshman accommodation and are very dorm-like. The Canyon are also dorms but are a far bit nicer, and located fairly central to the food areas. Creekview is by far the newest and nicest of the accommodation, however it is also the furthest away. Creekview is located up a very, very large hill, off to the side of the main campus. Campus apartments are old and falling down, but are very central! The manor is mostly over 21's and is old but quite nice, more like an apartment complex.

In terms of food the J offers much the same far as the CSU dining hall. It is not particularly nice or well cooked but it is edible. The Depot offers some better options for lunch, however pretty much everywhere on campus fast food is easily accessible. I would recommend
buying and cooking your own meals. It is not too hard, with supermarkets located close to campus.

**Course information** subject list, restrictions, comparisons, pre-requisites, study advise

Matching up your classes and getting approval for them all is probably one of the most stressful things you will have to do for your exchange. The first step is to find out what classes are offered and then match them up. Then you will need to go and see your course coordinator and get their approval. More often than not your course coordinator can be very helpful. It can be very confusing at first, looking at all the classes and trying to figure out which ones to take. It is also confusing trying to figure out how many credit points each class is and what level they are at. In terms of levels a 100 level class is a first year, 200 a second year and so on. The level is shown next to or just under the name.

If you have trouble registering for your classes because you have not taken the HSU prerequisite, do not worry. Get in touch with the lecturer; explain the situation and they should be able to give you a 'magic number' to register with.

**Transport** public and around campus

Humboldt County has an excellent public transport system that is free for students. However it pays to make friends with people who have cars, especially in summer, as the buses do not run to the beaches. The town of Arcata is located within easy walking distance form the campus and has most things you will need, including a supermarket and restaurants.

**Expenses** University associated fees, personal expenses, exchange rates, where to shop, best prices, money saving tips

The university requires that you ay certain fees before you leave, around $600 I believe. There are also textbook fees; however it is possible to buy second hand books. In terms of personal expenses you will definitely be spending money on bedding and things that you need to set up your new home. Target it located 15 minutes away in Eureka and should have everything you need.

In terms of other spending money you won’t need much. There are very, very few places to shop in Arcata, Eureka, save your money for the cities. You will probably want some spending money for food and to spend on HSU merchandise.

**Holiday travel** destination ideas, tips

In terms of travel Oregon is quite close and a great place to go for the weekend to do a bit of shopping. Seattle is also fairly close. San Francisco is also a good place to take a weekend with friends. You can drive down or take the Greyhound. Canada is also fairly close but airfares out of Arcata are expensive.

**Social activities** university clubs, international student activities, sports

There is an absolute plethora of clubs to join at HSU. There is also a Global connections club for international students and students who ant to meet international students. HSU also offers drop-in team sports for all students. In terms of observing sports, there is always a game on. In fall you can see the Lumberjacks play football (gridiron), volleyball, soccer or basketball.

**Cultural information** culture shock, language barriers (if any), do’s and don’ts

Surprisingly there is culture shock, you probably won’t expect it, imagining that the US is very similar to Australia, it is not. There is a culture of commercialism. Americans get everything they want, when they want it, fast. There are also big differences in food. Asian food, aside from Chinese is hard to find, while Mexican food dominates. It can be hard, being half way across the world, not being able to find the food or the brands you like.
In terms of being in a new culture and country, you are different and will be treated as such. This can be hard at first, especially in classes, where whenever you speak up everyone looks and says, “Who is that?” This does pass, eventually people will get used to your accent.

There are no real language barriers, English is English. However there will be words you as an Australian use that your US friends will not have heard of.

Remember DO tip!

**Weather what to prepare for, how to cope with extremes**

The weather in Arcata is rainy, rainy, rainy and rainy. There will be rain. So prepare by bringing or buying an umbrella or raincoat. It is also very foggy. The weather can change at the drop of a hat. It will start out sunny and then become freezing cold and windy. Mostly the days in winter will be gray, wet and cold, but very pretty.

**What to bring from home/what not to bring luxuries to keep homesickness at bay, unnecessary items bought from home**

You should definitely bring photos and mementoes to make yourself feel at home. Things like posters are good to brighten up the walls. In terms of what to leave at home; don’t bring too many clothes, you will want to shop, clothes are much cheaper in the US.

**What you may need to buy accommodation needs (blankets, irons etc), clothing**

You will need to buy all your bedding, including pillows. Yu will also need to buy towels, lamps and anything you need for cooking. As I mentioned earlier target in Eureka is good for this.

**Relationships leaving old friends/making new, homesickness etc**

As hard as it is to leave your family and friends you do know that you will b seeing them again on a set date. It is important to keep tn touch with your friends back home. Facebook is good fro this, as is Skype. It is also good idea to set up phone dates, as it can be hard to get in contact with the time difference. Make sure to keep in touch with people back home regularly, it helps keep the homesickness at bay and will ease your return.

Making new friends is fantastic; however it is very, very hard to leave them. I recommend keeping in touch with them via Facebook or Skype and planning to meet up in the future.
Pre-departure - include info about visa/passport arrangements, support from partner institution and CSU before you left

Obtaining a visa is a fairly simple process. To begin with go to http://www.unitedstatesvisas.gov/ and follow the steps. There will be a fee called SEVIS that you must pay, along with some paperwork to set up. After that you will set up a time to have an interview at the US consulate in Sydney. You will need to pay a fee at the post office before going to your appointment. Make sure to bring ALL paperwork to your appointment, no matter how irrelevant it might seem.

At the US consulate you will have a short interview downstairs, then be taken. Once there you will be quickly interviewed and then you must pay a few hundred dollars to get your visa. Remember to bring cash or a debit card as you cannot pay on credit. Your visa will be sent to you shortly.

In terms of support from your partner institution they will send you an F-1 student form, which is proof that you plan to study with them, you will take this to the consulate.

Travel – flight information eg best deals, flying tips, luggage restrictions or lack of

For flights out of Australia the best idea is to ask a travel agent that specializes in student travel. Make sure to book well in advance as airfares will be cheaper. Flying internally in the US is very expensive. It also involves many layovers and nuisances. The best place to get cheap airfares is priceline.com. However, almost all US internal airlines have recently instituted a new rule that means there is no checked luggage with an airline ticket, so you must pay for each checked bag. The first bag is usually around $20USD.

Insurance - travel insurance, health insurance, medical tests/forms to be aware of

Insurance was one of the most annoying and confusing things about this trip. I looked into many kinds of insurance and ended up taking the one offered by CSU. It was difficult because most US universities require that you purchase their insurance, however CSU also requires that you have insurance before you leave the country. So the difficult thing to do was to match my insurance as closely as possible to that of my host university. Once I arrived I petitioned the host university to allow me to use my insurance, and I was successful. However on the off chance that you are not successful make sure you have money put aside to purchase a second set of insurance.

The CSU insurance turned out to be the best option, so it was definitely good of the university to open it up to the students. It was, however very difficult to obtain concrete and detailed information on the policy.

There is also no universal medical care in the states, so almost everyone has insurance and medical care and visit to the hospital can be very expensive.

Campus - accommodation & meals recommendations, campus layout, accessibility

The HSU campus is very pretty and quite small. After a couple of days with the map you should know your way around. It is however very hilly. The campus is affectionately known by the students as Hills and Stairs University.

In terms of accommodation The Hill and Cypress are traditionally freshman accommodation and are very dorm-like. The canyon are also dorms but are a far bit nicer, and located fairly central to the food areas. Creekview is by far the newest and nicest of the accommodation, however it is also the furthest away. Creekview is located up a very, very large hill, off to the side of the main campus. Campus apartments are old and falling down, but are very central! The manor is mostly over 21’s and is old but quite nice, more like an apartment complex.

In terms of food the J offers much the same far as the CSU dining hall. It is not particularly nice or well cooked but it is edible. The Depot offers some better options for lunch, however pretty much everywhere on campus fast food is easily accessible. I would recommend buying and cooking your own meals. It is not too hard, with supermarkets located close to campus.
Matching up your classes and getting approval for them all is probably one of the most stressful things you will have to do for your exchange. The first step is to find out what classes are offered and then match them up. Then you will need to go and see your course coordinator and get their approval. More often than not your course coordinator can be very helpful. It can be very confusing at first, looking at all the classes and trying to figure out which ones to take. It is also confusing trying to figure out how many credit points each class is and what level they are at. In terms of levels a 100 level class is a first year, 200 a second year and so on. The level is shown next to or just under the name.

If you have trouble registering for your classes because you have not taken the HSU prerequisite, do not worry. Get in touch with the lecturer, explain the situation and they should be able to give you a ‘magic number’ to register with.

Transport – public and around campus

Humboldt County has an excellent public transport system that is free for students. However it pays to make friends with people who have cars, especially in summer, as the buses do not run to the beaches.

The town of Arcata is located within easy walking distance from the campus and has most things you will need, including a supermarket and restaurants.

Expenses – university associated fees, personal expenses, exchange rates, where to shop, best prices, money saving tips

The university requires that you pay certain fees before you leave, around $600 I believe. There are also textbook fees, however it is possible to buy second hand books. In terms of personal expenses you will definitely be spending money on bedding and things that you need to set up your new home. Target it located 15 mins away in Eureka and should have everything you need.

In terms of other spending money you won’t be needing much. There are very, very few places to shop in Arcata, Eureka, save your money for the cities. You will probably want some spending money for food and to spend on HSU merchandise.

Holiday travel – destination ideas, tips

In terms of travel Oregon is quite close and a great place to go for the weekend to do a bit of shopping. Seattle is also fairly close. San Francisco is also a good place to take a weekend with friends. You can drive down or take the Greyhound. Canada is also fairly close but airfares out of Arcata are expensive.

Social activities – university clubs, international student activities, sports

There is an absolute plethora of clubs to join at HSU. There is also a Global connections club for international students and students who want to meet international students. HSU also offers drop-in team sports for all students.

In terms of observing sports, there is always a game on. In fall you can see the Lumberjacks play football (gridiron), volleyball, soccer or basketball.

Cultural information - culture shock, language barriers (if any), do’s and don’ts

Surprisingly there is culture shock, you probably won’t expect it, imagining that the US is very similar to Australia, it is not. There is a culture of commercialism. Americans get everything they want, when they want it, fast. There are also big differences in food. Asian food, aside
form Chinese is hard to find, while Mexican food dominates. It can be hard, being halfway across the world, not being able to find the food or the brands you like.

In terms of being in a new culture and country, you are different and will be treated as such. This can be hard at first, especially in classes, where whenever you speak up everyone looks and says, “Who is that?” This does pass, eventually people will get used to your accent.

There are no real language barriers, English is English. However there will be words you as an Australian use that your US friends will not have heard of.

Weather - what to prepare for, how to cope with extremes

The weather in Arcata is rainy. So prepare by bringing or buying an umbrella or raincoat. It is also very foggy. The weather can change at the drop of a hat. It will start out sunny and then become freezing cold and windy. Mostly the days in winter will be gray, wet and cold, but very pretty.

What to bring from home/what not to bring – luxuries to keep homesickness at bay, unnecessary items bought from home

You should definitely bring photos and mementoes to make yourself feel at home. Things like posters are good to brighten up the walls. In terms of what to leave at home; don’t bring too many clothes, you will want to shop, clothes are much cheaper in the US.

What you may need to buy - accommodation needs (blankets, irons etc), clothing

You will need to buy all your bedding, including pillows. You will also need to buy towels, lamps and anything you need for cooking. As I mentioned earlier Target in Eureka is good for this.

Relationships - leaving old friends/making new, homesickness etc

As hard as it is to leave your family and friends you do know that you will be seeing them again on a set date. It is important to keep in touch with your friends back home. Facebook is good for this, as is Skype. It is also good idea to set up phone dates, as it can be hard to get in contact with the time difference.

Make sure to keep in touch with people back home regularly, it helps keep the homesickness at bay and will ease your return.

Making new friends is fantastic, however it is very, very hard to leave them. I recommend keeping in touch with them via Facebook or Skype and planning to meet up in the future.

Pointers for the program:

It would be nice to hear from the international program back at CSU once you are overseas. An email every now and again checking up, asking if there are any issues, just making sure that students still feel connected to CSU would be nice.

More help with figuring out the CSU insurance.

Notification of acceptance earlier so students can book flights early in order to get them on frequent flyer miles or cheaper.